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This file: http://www.stigrosenlund.se/Rlecture-eng-2020-v1.pdf 

 

About me: PhD in Mathematical Statistics at the University of Göteborg 

in 1983. Actuary at the Swedish insurance company Länsförsäkringar 

1983-2009. After retirement in 2009, I have resumed my research, now 

focusing on insurance mathematics. I have in the 2010's had four papers 

published - one in claim reserving, one in credibility and two in tariff 

analysis. I plan to publish yet another article in credibility in the 2020’s. 
 

In parallell with my research I have developed the programming language 

Rapp, which implements my own and many other methods. 
 

This lecture is about claim reserving with Rapp. Rapp covers the most 

common reserving methods and one that I made. 

 

http://www.stigrosenlund.se/Rlecture-eng-2020-v1.pdf
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Rapp is freeware and its source is in the open domain on my site. 
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I will start with the menu Simple triangle based reserves, with no advanced 

features. The frequently used methods 
 

 Benktander (alias Benktander-Hovinen) 

 Bornhuetter-Ferguson 

 Cape-Cod 

 Chainladder 

 Schnieper 
 

are available there. I will demonstrate Chainladder and Schnieper. Then I 

will show how to transfer the parameters to the menu Reserves, which has 

many advanced options such as discounting in different ways. There you 

can also use my method RDC, which requires detailed data that cannot be 

summarized to triangles. RDC is descibed in an appendix in my article: 
 

Rosenlund, S. (2012). Bootstrapping Individual Claim Histories. ASTIN Bulletin 42 (1), 291-324. 
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There is described how to evaluate RDC and other methods with respect to 

mean square prediction error. This lecture will not delve into this. I have held 

lectures on it. Here is one: http://www.stigrosenlund.se/matstat/Rlecture.pdf 
 

Start Rappmenus and enter Simple triangle based reserves. It looks like this. 
 
 

  

http://www.stigrosenlund.se/matstat/Rlecture.pdf
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For now, leave aside the arguments argnm1 etc, i.e. possible background 

variables for break-down of the report. We click Open parmfile up left. 

This opens a Windows explorer list. Choose DemoChl1.Txt. This is the 

simplest of the applications in the zipfile with the Rapp package. All input 

files are simple text files (.txt). 
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After pressing W the infile opens in Notepad. Here it is in triangle form. 
 

 
 

 

 

These data can also be in list form. 

 

Next page shows an example. 
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Now let us make a report in Excel. Just push the yellow button Run, and then 

the green button View Xml to see the result in Excel. The output is in format 

xml, which is a text format. Save it as .xls if you wish. 

 

Output on next page. 
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Main sheet Chainladder                                      Sheet Mack with Mack standard errors 
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How does Rapp know what the names of the claimperiods shall be? From 

the fields 1:st claimdate and Last claimdate. The periods are one month long, 

since you wrote M in the field Period down left. Other possible values are 

Q, T, H and Y, for Quarter, Tertial, Halfyear and Year. This does not affect 

the numbers, only the texts. However, you can transfer your parameters to 

the complex menu Reserves, where all kinds of discounting are possible. 

There you can give a fixed interest rate or monthly varying ones. The period 

length is thus important in that menu. 
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Arguments 
The report is for one triangle only. But you can have as input data several 

triangles with up to four arguments, which describe the parts of your 

business the triangles refers to. Of these you can choose one or two on  

which to break down the report.  
 

On the next page is shown the beginning of a file with triangles for Region 

and LofBus (Line of Business). The data are lined up in straight columns, 

but that is not necessary; the numbers can be ragged. 
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Two arguments describe each triangle. The first triangle is for Region 07 

and LofBus 02. 
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You state these argument names in the menu: 
 

 
 

At Arg names (red arrow) you write the names of at most four arguments. 

At Include args: (green arrow) you write the arguments for break down of 

the report. 
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Break-down on arguments 
Now choose the break-down of the report at Separate/aggregated (blue 

arrow). Your choices are 
 

 T    aggregated to a total 

 S1  break-down on the first argument Region, and a total 

 S2  break-down on the second argument LofBus, and a total 

 S3  break-down on all combinations of Region and LofBus, and a total 

 S4  as S3 but with partial totals over all LofBus for each Region 
 

The predicted values in the partial total blocks of S4 will differ from the 

blocks of S1, since S1 computes Chainladder on the total triangle, while 

S3 and S4 compute Chainladder on the separate triangles. 
 

With only Region at Argnames and Include args:, only T and S1 are valid. 
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Select data 
For each of up to four arguments you can select data in boxes. Example: 
 

 
 

The syntax for this is given if you right-click one of the boxes. Generally 

in Rappmenu right-click gives (almost) all necessary info. 
 

You might of course prefer to select data before entering Rappmenus with 

a language such as R or SAS. 
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The Schnieper method 
I assume you know this method, so you know that you need exposure. If 

nothing is known about the insurance policies, take the number of reported 

claims in the first development period. Create a file with dummy values: 
 

 
 

A check at Cre will create the file at Run. Then click the Edit button E to 

fill in values: 
 

 
 

If you already had a file, write its name and make sure that Read is checked. 
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Transferring your parameters to the menu Reserves 
Say you wish to compute tails or discount your reserves to ’Now’ = End of 

last claimperiod, and to ’Then’ = Middle of respective claimperiod. 
 

Then transfer the simple menu to Reserves with the yellow fourth button 

GR, meaning Generate Reservesparmfile. Here I have right-clicked on it. 
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Close the simple menu and open Reserves. Open FromSimple.Txt and 

save it immediately as DemoCh2. You will see the following. 
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The second complication is that you can have detailed data, which would 

have many millions of lines for a not too small company. But we can forget 

about that also, for now. 

 

Small/Top/All claims: requires detailed data. Munich Chainladder? 

requires both Paid and Incurred. So we forget also about these. 

 

Different groups of parameters have different colors, described under button 

Colors in the first menu. I will deal with the following groups. 
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In this part of the menu I put numbers 1 and 2 on the interest rate fields. 
 

 
 

If you write 5 at 1 for example, then all increments are discounted with 5 

percent per year from the middle of the payment period to the middle of 

the claimperiod when the claims on that line in the triangle occurred. Then 

reserves are computed, under the assumption that future interest rates will 

also be 5 percent. 
 

If you write the name of a file at 2, it shall contain lines with month and the 

interest rate in effect that month, for example 201911 4.3. Months are 

written in the form YYYYMM. The difference to 1 is that reserves are 

computed from undiscounted increments. You might want to do that with 

a fixed interest rate – in that case make a file with all rates the same. All 
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months in the past and the future that the increments quadrat (triangle 

and predicted values) covers must be covered. Also future months for  

a tail, if one is predicted, must be covered.  
 

Check the box at the arrow. Create or edit the file with the E button.  

 

The output Excel file will in both cases show undiscounted payments as 

well as discounted to both of 
 

   'now' = end of latest claim period in the triangle 

   'then' = middle of claim period when the claims occurred 
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Before the output I will demonstrate inflation correction and tail computation. 
 

 
 

Here an interest rate file is used. Brown labels denote inflation correction, 

where you can write a text file with price indices such as CPI. You can 

correct for past inflation, and also for future inflation if you check after 

 
 

Tail method: E instructs Rapp to use an exponential tail. Read about other 

method by right-click and in the Rapp manual. Tail curve years: 0.5 means 

that six more months are assumed to have payments. In all 18 months, since 

the period is month. Find out about the other parameters by right-click. 
 

Output showing the total over all regions on next page. Such output for each 

region will be above that shown here. 
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Graphs 
Now a final demonstration of what you can do to show your results, 

namely to make graphs in Pdf.  

 

  
 

One of the pages of Pdf 2 is shown on the next page. It illustrates  

increments with different colors for known, Chainladder predicted, 

and tails according to your parameters. 
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The RDC method 
 

RDC = Reserve by Detailed Conditioning. I developed this method in 2011 

and it was published in 2012. 
 

This detailed conditioning means that the method is suitable for when there 

are many claims in the history, for example in large consumer insurance 

lines. 
 

The method requires a text file with individual payments. Each line shall 

have the unique claim ID, four arguments that can be dummies with values 

only of X’s, a flag for 0/1 for small/top claim that can be only 0’s, 

claim date, report date, paydate, settlement date and paid amount. 

Example of lines with a header. (The header is not part of the data.) 
 

ID                  A1 A2 A3 A4 T   Claimdt Reportdt Paydt    Settledt  Payamount  

02123455111234THEFT 02 01 L1 110 0 19940103 19940121 19940301 19940901 1234 

02123455111234THEFT 02 01 L1 110 0 19940103 19940121 19940415 19940901 345 
 

If you a have another text file with changes in Incurred for the same claims, 

then you can get more info in your reports. But I will not go into that here. 
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There are some more technical requirements for these text files, which you 

can find in the manual Resvmane.pdf. This manual is accessed by the red 

button Manual 1 down right, if you downloaded the Rapp package. 
 

Since in a typical application suitable for RDC you will have several 

millions text lines, the method takes slightly more time than Chainladder 

with Rapp. But if you program the method yourself, using Python, R or 

SAS, then you will get very long waiting times. 
 

Databases with each payment and each change in Incurred, from which 

files for RDC can be made, exist at large Swedish insurance companies. 

They are not unrealizable fantasies.    

 

In claim reserving we use these concepts. 
 

 IBNS     Incurred  But Not Settled 

 RBNS   Reported But Not Settled 

 IBNR   Incurred  But Not Reported 
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With RDC you can split the IBNS reserve into RBNS and IBNR. You can 

also obtain individual RBNS reserves for each claim. Now open DemoRDC3. 
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A monthly interest rate file is written and checked, which means that the 

statistical reserves will be undiscounted. With a fixed rate they will be 

discounted to the middle of the claimperiod for the claim, so they will be 

smaller. 

 

There are several sheets dividing the IBNS into IBNR and RBNS. 

P is for Payments. I is for IBNR. R is for RBNS. u is for undiscounted. 

Q is for Quadrats.  
 

 P-IR-u      Undiscounted values summed 

 P-IR-Q-u  Undiscounted values in quadrats (triangles and predictions) 

 P-IR          Discounted values summed 

 P-IR-Q      Discounted values in quadrats (triangles and predictions) 
 

Redbrown is for discounting to ’now’ and scarlet for discounting to ’then’. 

 

The sheet P-IR is shown on the next page. 
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More info is found by right-click on the various labels and boxes, and in 

the two manuals accessed by the red buttons at the bottom right of the 

menu Reserves. 

 

Other capabilities of Rapp might be topics for future lectures. 


